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these conflicting considerations against one another, and to
conclude that, so far as revenue raising goes, it does not, as
a rule, greatly matter whether we employ import duties on
non-competing goods, or import duties on competing goods
accompanied by an equivalent excise, or protective duties
proper, i.e. import duties on competing goods not accom-
panied by an equivalent excise. If this be granted, our
problem becomes much simplified. We may ignore revenue
aspects altogether and assess proposals to impose protective
duties by reference simply to their effects in excluding com-
petitive imports.
§ 3. In this chapter we are concerned with the protectionist
system conceived as permanent, protection versus free trade,
so to speak, sub specie aeternitatis.1 From this point of view
it is reasonable to assume that wage rates will so adjust them-
selves to the general situation that the average percentage of
unemployment will be substantially the same under either
system. Nobody supposes or ever has supposed — as the
classical economists are sometimes accused of implying — that
there would be no unemployment under either system. All
that we require is that no difference to unemployment is made
by our choice between the systems. Granted this assumption,
the entry of competitive imports cannot be responsible for
bringing about unemployment in any country; and a re-
duction in the average volume of these imports cannot lead
to any significant (lasting) increase of employment there.
Rather, to restrict them simply means to prevent people from
obtaining certain goods by the process of national production
plus international exchange, and to force them to obtain them
— or others — by that of national production alone. Pre-
sumably, however, if people prefer the roundabout process,
they expect, by resort to it, to obtain more of the goods they
want for a given expenditure of productive power. No doubt,
they may make mistakes or find themselves defrauded. But,
in general, what a person chooses as his immediate material
interest is more likely really to be so than anything that a
distant official manipulating tariffs can hope to press upon
1 Interferences with foreign trade by means of import duties, whether
protective or other, designed to counteract monetary difficulties that may be
engendered by an adverse foreign balance, are referred to in Part III, Chapter
V, § 16, but a~e not studied in detail in this volume.

